An Afternoon Upstate
Eventually, you will unconditionally discover a additional
experience and carrying out by spending more cash. nevertheless
when? realize you acknowledge that you require to acquire those
every needs in the same way as having signiﬁcantly cash? Why
dont you attempt to get something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will guide you to understand even more on the
globe, experience, some places, in the same way as history,
amusement, and a lot more?
It is your entirely own epoch to law reviewing habit. in the midst of
guides you could enjoy now is an afternoon upstate below.

Blizzard H. W. "Buzz" Bernard
2015-02-16 Everyone laughs at
what southerners call a
"snowstorm." A half-inch of the
white stuﬀ, and Atlanta panics.
No one's laughing this time. A
freakish combination of
weather elements surpasses
even the experts' predictions.
Suddenly much of the upper
South is covered in several feet
of snow. There's never been a
storm like this in the region
before. Never in recorded
history. For Atlanta executive
J.C. Riggins, the storm is only
an-afternoon-upstate

one of the killers he'll have to
face. In a desperate bid to save
his job, his company, and quite
possibly his young son's life,
Riggins must transport a
defense contract to North
Carolina. The deadline can't be
missed. With airports and roads
closed, Riggins sets out in an
SUV through a stunned
countryside where no one can
help him if trouble happens.
Which it does, the moment a
dangerous criminal joins him for
the ride. H.W. "Buzz" Bernard is
an Air Force veteran and retired
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meteorologist. His 2010
hurricane thriller, Eyewall,
became a number one
bestseller in ebook. Visit him at
buzzbernard.com.
Cancer Cured Me Bernie
Beaumont 2013-07-10 A
MESSAGE TO THE AUTHOR
Hello! My name is Cancer.
Though I came to you disguised
in ugly clothes, I knocked on
your door as a friend to awaken
you to the fact that your life
was in dire need of change. I
didnt have to stay but I would
have if that is what you had
wanted most. Instead, once you
saw that I truly was your friend
who simply came to teach, -you
chose to listenreally listen, until
there no longer was a reason
for me to stay.
Skin Mickey Spillane
2012-07-17 A beautiful
reporter. A secret ritual in a
graveyard. A disembodied hand
on the side of the road. Mike
Hammer returns in one of the
most shocking cases of his
storied career. Private
Investigator Mike Hammer may
be getting older, but he hasn’t
lost his step. So when he spots
a brutally destroyed corpse on
an-afternoon-upstate

the side of the road in upstate
New York, unrecognizable as
human except for the
disembodied hand lying next to
it, there’s no question of him
not taking the case. Especially
when Melodie Anderson, the
stunning young reporter
determined to investigate, goes
missing. But as Mike sifts
through Melodie’s leads in a
race to ﬁnd her before it’s too
late, he discovers a murder
method more horrible than
anything he’s ever come
across… and one that neither
he nor Melodie may be able to
escape. A short story begun by
the late icon Mickey Spillane
and completed by his long-time
collaborator Max Allan Collins,
Skin is a heart-pounding
addition to the world of Mike
Hammer.
How To Survive Being A LBGT
Preteen and Teen Misplaced
Master
Tornado Warnings and
Weather Service
Modernization United States.
Congress. House. Committee on
Science, Space, and
Technology. Subcommittee on
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Research, and Environment
1989
The Road to Strange Michael
Brein 2018-02-01 Take a trip
straight into the heart of one of
humanity’s biggest mysteries:
the alien presence on Earth!
Here are more than 40 true
eyewitness accounts, many
never-before published, that
describe in detail personal
encounters with alien beings
and their craft. The stories
come from all over the world
and from witnesses in all walks
of life – people just like you.
Every story is analyzed by a
commentary that explores our
involvement with alien beings –
and why. Read about: ·
Astonishing close encounters
with craft that defy
explanations · Astounding faceto-face experiences with aliens,
including abductions · The
hybrid human-alien presence
on Earth · Men In Black, missing
time, time slips and crop circles
ThThe Road to Strange: UFOs,
Aliens and High Strangeness is
simply one of the best UFO
books I’ve read in years…
Michael Brein and Rosemary
Ellen Guiley remain highly
an-afternoon-upstate

focused throughout on
delivering readers into
unvarnished, highly credible,
ﬁrsthand witness and/or
experiencer testimonies. Each
one is followed by an
appropriately thoughtful,
insightful commentary, all of
which reﬂect clear insights
throughout.” – Peter Robbins,
author and UFO researcher "All
too often, UFO literature keeps
the “experts” in control. Finally,
here is a book that lets the
witnesses describe their
experiences, and more
importantly, their feelings and
how their lives were aﬀected.
This volume represents a
promising new direction for
paranormal study." – Greg
Bishop, radio host and author, It
Deﬁes Language!
An Introductory Guide to EC
Competition Law and Practice
Valentine Korah 1994
A Journey Around Our America
Louis G. Mendoza 2012-09-15
Immigration and the growing
Latino population of the United
States have become such
contentious issues that it can
be hard to have a civil
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Latinoization is changing the
face of America. So in the
summer of 2007, Louis
Mendoza set out to do just that.
Starting from Santa Cruz,
California, he bicycled 8,500
miles around the entire
perimeter of the country,
talking to people in large cities
and small towns about their
experiences either as
immigrants or as residents who
have welcomed—or not—Latino
immigrants into their
communities. He presented
their enlightening, sometimes
surprising, ﬁrsthand accounts in
Conversations Across Our
America: Talking About
Immigration and the
Latinoization of the United
States. Now, in A Journey
Around Our America, Mendoza
oﬀers his own account of the
visceral, emotional, intellectual,
and spiritual dimensions of
traveling the country in search
of a deeper, broader
understanding of what it means
to be Latino in the United
States in the twenty-ﬁrst
century. With a blend of ﬁrstand second-person narratives,
blog entries, poetry, and
an-afternoon-upstate

excerpts from conversations he
had along the way, Mendoza
presents his own aspirations for
and critique of social relations,
political ruminations, personal
experiences, and emotional
vulnerability alongside the
stories of people from all walks
of life, including students,
activists, manual laborers, and
intellectuals. His conversations
and his experiences as a Latino
on the road reveal the
multilayered complexity of
Latino life today as no
academic study or newspaper
report ever could.
Carolina Piedmont Country John
M. Coggeshall 1996
Climatological Data for the
United States by Sections
Collection of the monthly
climatological reports of the
United States by state or
region, with monthly and
annual national summaries.
Storm Data 1959
New York Court of Appeals.
Records and Briefs. New York
(State). Court of Appeals. 1935
Volume contains: need index
past index 6 (Theodore v. News
Syndicate Co., Inc.) need index
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need index past index 6 (Lloyd
v. W. E. Hedger Trans. Corp.)
Tornado Warnings and Weather
Service Modernization United
States. Congress. House.
Committee on Science, Space,
and Technology. Subcommittee
on Natural Resources,
Agriculture Research, and
Environment 1989
Upstate Girls Brenda Ann
Kenneally 2018-08-28 In the
tradition of Dorothea Lange and
Robert Frank, an eye-opening
portrait of the rise and fall of
the American working class,
and a shockingly intimate visual
history of Troy, New York that
arcs over ﬁve hundred
years—from Henry Hudson to
the industrial revolution to a
group of contemporary young
women as they grow, survive,
and love. Welcome to Troy,
New York. The land where
mastodon roamed, the
Mohicans lived, and the Dutch
settled in the seventeenth
century. Troy grew from a small
trading post into a jewel of the
Industrial Revolution.
Horseshoes, rail ties, and
detachable shirt collars were
made there and the middle
an-afternoon-upstate

class boomed, making Troy the
fourth wealthiest city per capita
in the country. Then, the
factories closed, the middle
class disappeared, and the
downtown fell into disrepair.
Troy is the home of Uncle Sam,
the Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, the Rensselaer County
Jail, the photographer Brenda
Ann Kenneally, and the small
group of young women, their
children, lovers, and families
who Kenneally has been
photographing for over a
decade. Before Kenneally left
Troy, her life looked a lot like
the lives of these girls. With
passion and profound empathy
she has chronicled three
generations—their love and
heartbreak; their births and
deaths; their struggles with
poverty, with education, and
with each other; and their joy.
Brenda Ann Kenneally is the
Dorothea Lange of our
time—her work a bridge
between the people she
photographs, history, and us.
What began as a brief
assignment for The New York
Times Magazine became an
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and fall of the American
working class, and a shockingly
intimate visual history of Troy
that arcs over ﬁve hundred
years. Kenneally beautifully
layers archival images with her
own photographs and collages
to depict the transformations of
this quintessentially American
city. The result is a profound,
powerful, and intimate look at
America, at poverty, at the
shrinking middle class, and of
people as they grow, survive,
and love.
Damn All You Ungrateful
Bitches the Series: DeannaRich Bitch Jenelle 2013-03-21
If you like Zane and Eric Jerome
Dickey...try Jenelle. It's a fresh
new spin on Erotica! In this, the
ﬁrst book of the series you
meet Deanna. Deanna is the
CEO of Hip-Hopgraphy, the
most successful dance agency
in the country. Her privileged
life gets turned upside down
when she sleeps with Brock, the
cable man she let come
through her window, and
catches feelings for him.
However, as things start to
develop between her and Brock
she gets involved with her
an-afternoon-upstate

employee Luther. Her executive
assistant Pamela is not happy
about losing Luther to Deanna
and decides to lure Brock into
her bed. That's not the only
scheme under Pamela's belt as
she induces an attempted
murder investigation on
Deanna's cancer stricken best
friend, Cheryl. Follow the
dramatic and thrilling week that
leads to the most explosive
ending possible, as the result of
sex, lies, scandal and deceit
come to a head.
I'm Dreaming of a Wyatt
Christmas Tiﬀany Schmidt
2021-10-05 Ballet and
babysitting bring two teens
together in this very merry
holiday rom-com from the
author of the acclaimed
Bookish Boyfriends series
Noelle Partridge is known for
three things: being the best
ballet dancer, babysitter, and
person with the most Christmas
spirit in her small town. But
lately she's bored by the
lessons at her dance school,
and her friends and father are
more bah humbug than deck
the halls. So when her favorite
babysitting clientsDownloaded
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accompany them on a ski trip
over winter break, she packs
her bags for the slopes. It helps
that they're oﬀering double her
rate--she'll need the money for
Beacon, an elite ballet academy
that has granted her an
audition. Noelle is ready to
have fa la la la fun, until Wyatt,
the older half-brother of her
babysitting charges, decides to
surprise his family for the
holiday. He's one of the best
dancers at Beacon, and makes
Noelle's head spin faster than
pirouettes. Unfortunately, she
also manages to step on his
toes--spoiling his surprise and
complicating his secret plans.
After a few missteps, Noelle
and Wyatt begin to thaw
toward each other and bond
over the big decisions looming
in each of their lives. With
enough Christmas magic,
Noelle might just start the New
Year with lots of babysitting
cash in her pocket and a
chance with the pas de deux
partner of her dreams.
The Black Sea Of Roses: A
Novel {The Antique Shop,
Book 2} Vanessa M. Chattman
2021-04-30 The antique shop is
an-afternoon-upstate

a historical landmark
discovered by Tom, Mark and
Melinda in the small town of
Greenville Valley in upstate
New York tormented by
demonic historical paintings,
possessed porcelain dolls, and
wicked ancient artifacts. The
Whitﬁeld's owned the antique
shop in the early 1800's and
lived in The Shadow Heart
Castle Mansion estate which
was built on desolate American
civil war battle grounds located
in upstate New York with
dimensions of American civil
war soldiers apparitions, their
ownership of the antique shop
lasted until the late 1950's and
supernatural events continued
to haunt the newly restored two
story brick building. The old
couple's bodies were never
found, and the antique shop
was abandoned for many years.
Annual Report New York
(State). Workmen's
Compensation Board 1965
Summary of Board Activities
New York (State). Workmen's
Compensation Board 1965
A Taste of Upstate New York
Chuck D'imperio 2015-04-14
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birthplace of many of America’s
favorite foods. The chicken
wing was born in a bar in
Buﬀalo, the potato chip
originated in the kitchen of a
glitzy Saratoga Springs hotel,
the salt potato got its start
along the marshy shores of a
Syracuse lake, and Thousand
Island dressing was created in a
hotel along the St. Lawrence
Seaway. In this book, D’Imperio
travels across the region to
discover the stories and people
behind forty iconic foods of
Upstate New York. He
introduces readers to the black
dirt farmers of Orange County
who give America its besttasting onions, to the Catskill’s
Candy Cane King, and to
"Charlie the Butcher," purveyor
of the best beef on weck in the
state. Filled with color
photographs, the book includes
a map of the various regions
around Upstate New York,
allowing readers to create their
own cultural and historic food
tour.
Hodge Podge Adventure Stories
and More Duane K. Schell
2011-11-15 This book is a
collection of short stories, 12
an-afternoon-upstate

are adventure stories, and the
rest are a mixture of
westerns,siﬁ,love,dark
humor,spy,ghost and even a
fairy tale. I do hope that you, as
a reader will ﬁ nd what you are
looking for.
Good Night New York State
Adam Gamble 2012-05-01 This
adorable board book takes
young readers on a journey
around the scenic state of New
York. From the Finger Lakes to
Niagara Falls, children will be
captivated by the landmarks
and attractions this incredible
region has to oﬀer including the
Catskill Mountains, rafting the
Hudson River, apple orchards,
Saratoga Springs, Jones Beach,
Peace Bridge, West Point,
Watkins Glen racetrack,
National Museum of Play,
Cooperstown, Lake Placid, and
more.
A Long Time Dead Mickey
Spillane 2016-09-06 With an
introduction by Max Allan
Collins: The ﬁrst collection of
stories starring legendary Mike
Hammer, the toughest private
investigator in history It starts
with a few near-accidents: A car
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when he’s crossing the street. A
junkie robs the notoriously
hardboiled detective at
knifepoint. A ﬁght on a subway
platform comes close to
pushing him in front of a train.
While any one of these could be
a coincidence, together they
make a conspiracy—one that
Hammer will have to end in
order to survive. And when it
comes to ﬁnishing
something—or
someone—nobody does it
better than Hammer. One of
the twentieth century’s
bestselling American mystery
authors, Mickey Spillane
changed noir ﬁction forever
when he loosed Mike Hammer
on the world. Now these eight
short stories, collected and
ﬁnished by Max Allan Collins,
show that Spillane is still
capable of redeﬁning the genre.
The stories in A Long Time
Dead have received numerous
accolades, including an Edgar
Award nomination, two
International Association of
Media and Tie-in Writers
“Scribe” Awards, and a Private
Eye Writers of America Shamus
Award.
an-afternoon-upstate

Weekly Weather and Crop
Bulletin 1971
Records and Briefs New York
State Appellate Division
The Making of an Ink-stained
Wretch Jules Witcover 2005
"Wherever politics has been
happening in the past halfcentury, Jules Witcover has
been on the scene -- watching,
interviewing, reporting." -David S. Broder, The
Washington Post
Upstate Uproar Joan Rylen
2015-02-23 The Getaway Girlz Vivian, Wendy, Lucy and Kate retreat to upstate New York to
help Wendy cope with her
ﬁance's disappearance. Instead
of lazy lakeside afternoons and
picturesque hikes, the girls
plunge into a cold case
(drowning) and dig up trouble
(human remains). Their quaint
B&B holds secrets from the
past, giving Kate haunting
dreams. Lucy's momentary
meltdown brings in muchneeded muscle, Pierre La
Roche, whom they met in Playa
del Carmen on their ﬁrst
getaway. Vivian's ﬁreman ﬂing,
Larson, can't stop the
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and automobiles that ensue.
Despite the deadly drama,
these four friends take on Lake
Placid's tourist attractions and
peculiar people, whipping up a
dangerous ﬁrestorm on this
unforgettable Adirondack
adventure."
Paddling South Carolina Johnny
Molloy 2020-04-01 The hardest
part of paddling South Carolina
is choosing your route! From
the mountain-rimmed waters of
Lake Jocassee to the rapids of
the Saluda River to rice-ﬁeld
canals along Wadboo Creek,
the Palmetto State oﬀers a
variety of great paddles all
year-round. Paddling South
Carolina features 40 paddling
adventures throughout the
state. With a focus on
recreational paddling, all trips
avoid complicated put-ins,
portages, and dangerous expert
sections but oﬀers concise
paddle summaries, excellent
route descriptions, GPS
coordinates, and sidebars on
geology and wildlife. Lakes and
ponds, rivers and creeks are
featured.
Climatological Data United
States. Environmental Data
an-afternoon-upstate

Service 1970 Collection of the
monthly climatological reports
of the United States by state or
region with monthly and annual
national summaries.
Our Country Friends Gary
Shteyngart 2021-11-02 NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER •
GOOD MORNING AMERICA
BUZZ PICK • ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The New
York Times Book Review,
Financial Times, The
Washington Post, Time, Los
Angeles Times, New York Post,
Town & Country, Good
Housekeeping, Kirkus Reviews
“A perfect novel for these times
and all times, the single textual
artifact from the pandemic era I
would place in a time capsule
as a representation of all that is
good and true and beautiful
about literature.”—Molly Young,
The New York Times (Editors’
Choice) Eight friends, one
country house, and six months
in isolation—a novel about love,
friendship, family, and betrayal
hailed as a “virtuoso
performance” (USA Today) and
“an homage to Chekhov with
four romances and a ﬁnale that
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Washington Post) In the rolling
hills of upstate New York, a
group of friends and friends-offriends gathers in a country
house to wait out the
pandemic. Over the next six
months, new friendships and
romances will take hold, while
old betrayals will emerge,
forcing each character to
reevaluate whom they love and
what matters most. The
unlikely cast of characters
includes a Russian-born
novelist; his Russian-born
psychiatrist wife; their
precocious child obsessed with
K-pop; a struggling Indian
American writer; a wildly
successful Korean American
app developer; a global dandy
with three passports; a
Southern ﬂamethrower of an
essayist; and a movie star, the
Actor, whose arrival upsets the
equilibrium of this chosen
family. Both elegiac and very,
very funny, Our Country Friends
is the most ambitious book yet
by the author of the beloved
bestseller Super Sad True Love
Story.
Strategic Planning for Public
Relations Ronald D. Smith
an-afternoon-upstate

2017-05-18 Strategic Planning
for Public Relations is in its ﬁfth
edition of oﬀering an innovative
and clear approach for students
looking to learn how to develop
public relations campaigns. It is
a text intended for those
serious about entering the
rapidly changing professions of
public relations and strategic
communication. Ronald Smith
shows how to implement
pragmatic, research-driven
strategic campaigns used in
public relations practice, and
draws from his years of
experience as a professional in
the industry and his years of
teaching in the classroom. The
approach used in this text is a
threefold pattern: ﬁrst, readers
are exposed to new ideas, then
see them in use, before ﬁnally
being showed how to apply
those ideas themselves.
Complex problem-solving and
decision-making processes in
strategic communication and
public relations are turned into
a series of easy-to-follow steps,
ﬂexible enough to be applicable
to myriad situations and
organizations in the real world.
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the same format as previous
editions and includes numerous
timely and real-world examples
of cases and current events,
along with classic cases that
stand the test of time. It
includes new research on
opinions and practices within
the discipline and covers
several recent, award-winning
public relations campaigns.
Advances in Fuzzy Logic and
Technology 2017 Janusz
Kacprzyk 2017-08-29 This
volume constitutes the
proceedings of two collocated
international conferences:
EUSFLAT-2017 – the 10th
edition of the ﬂagship
Conference of the European
Society for Fuzzy Logic and
Technology held in Warsaw,
Poland, on September 11–15,
2017, and IWIFSGN’2017 – The
Sixteenth International
Workshop on Intuitionistic
Fuzzy Sets and Generalized
Nets, held in Warsaw on
September 13–15, 2017. The
conferences were organized by
the Systems Research Institute,
Polish Academy of Sciences,
Department IV of Engineering
Sciences, Polish Academy of
an-afternoon-upstate

Sciences, and the Polish
Operational and Systems
Research Society in
collaboration with the European
Society for Fuzzy Logic and
Technology (EUSFLAT), the
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
and various European
universities. The aim of the
EUSFLAT-2017 was to bring
together theoreticians and
practitioners working on fuzzy
logic, fuzzy systems, soft
computing and related areas
and to provide a platform for
exchanging ideas and
discussing the l atest trends
and ideas, while the aim of
IWIFSGN’2017 was to discuss
new developments in
extensions of the concept of a
fuzzy set, such as an
intuitionistic fuzzy set, as well
as other concepts, like that of a
generalized net. The papers
included, written by leading
international experts, as well as
the special sessions and panel
discussions contribute to the
development the ﬁeld,
strengthen collaborations and
intensify networking.
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Court of Appeals State of New
York
USA Trade World
New York Supreme Court
Appellate Division- First
Department 1935
Woodstock’s Infamous Murder
Trial : Early Racial Injustice in
Upstate New York Richard
Heppner 2020 When a white
man from a prominent local
family in Woodstock was
murdered in 1905, authorities
quickly identiﬁed a local African
American man as the prime
suspect. Amid racist animus in
the press, he ﬂed across two
counties before being
apprehended by a vigilante and
charged. Local reformer and
politician Augustus H. Van
Buren stood up to community
pressure and defended the
accused pro bono. It took three
years and multiple trials to
overcome racial inequalities in
the justice system. Local
historian Richard Heppner
documents the crime, arrest
and trials that revealed racial
tensions in upstate New York at
the turn of the century.
Climatological Data 1985
Upstate New York Elizabeth J.
an-afternoon-upstate

Cockey 2008 Upstate New York:
Towns That We Love is an
illustrated history of the
countryside in upstate New
York; it is a romance about an
area outside of time. It takes
the reader through the history
and scenery of a place like no
other and features six local
towns that were in existence at
the same time our ancestors
were fully engaged in ﬁghting
the Revolutionary War. The
reader will become acquainted
with the life and times of the
people who live there now and
who lived there in days gone
by.This book is a once-upon-atime story about a place where
many famous people grew up.
Grandma Moses was born near
the author's hometown of
Greenwich and became well
known for her paintings of
Washington County, the Upper
Hudson River Valley, and
Vermont. Kim Gannon, the
songwriter who wrote “I'll Be
Home for Christmas” lived in
Greenwich too, as did Susan B.
Anthony, who was a prominent
leader in the women's suﬀrage
movement. The reader may
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chapters and thoroughly enjoy
the watercolors on their own
merit, but reading about the
towns in upstate New York is
almost like reading a fairy tale
in which our nation's history
was made in 1776–1777, the
turning point of the American
Revolution and the Battle of
Saratoga. And even today,
there is a sense that magical
things could still happen when
visiting the Schuylerville
Monument, which is not far
from where General Burgoyne
surrendered to General Gates,
and the High Rock Spring in
Saratoga, which was famous for
its healing mineral
water.Upstate New York is a
“travel” book that talks about
the whys and wherefores of the
place and its colorful history
rather than just listing places to
eat and where to stay for the
night. The entire Upper Hudson
River Valley is not just a place
to stay but also a remarkable
landmark of historic sites and
scenery. To the north lies one
of the oldest mountain ranges
in the world, the Adirondack
Mountains. Route 87 North
takes the traveler to historic
an-afternoon-upstate

Warrensburg and Lake George.
Farther north on this route is
the great Fort Ticonderoga on
the southern edge of Lake
Champlain. The list of places to
see and things to do goes on
and on, but this book allows the
reader to make up his or her
own mind as one travels along
the way, with the authors as
unique guides.
What Would Susie Say?
Susie Essman 2009-10-13 IN
WHAT WOULD SUSIE SAY?,
Susie Essman sheds the crasser
layers to reveal how she went
from an anxiety-ridden,
struggling stand-up comic to
being one of the funniest
women on television, playing
Susie Greene on HBO's Curb
Your Enthusiasm. Emerging as
one of the most successful
performers in her ﬁeld, Essman
goes behind the scenes of a life
in comedy with her funny
cohorts, including Joy Behar,
Rodney Dangerﬁeld, and, of
course, Jeﬀ Garlin and Larry
David, while also providing
sidesplittingly funny wisdom on
a range of topics that she's
highly unqualiﬁed to expound
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hypochondria, and
stepparenthood. WHAT WOULD
SUSIE SAY ABOUT... MARRIAGE?
"It took me a long time to ﬁnd
the man I was willing to commit
myself to. Even the word
commit is troublesome. One is
committed to a mental
institution." MEN WITH DOGS?
"As a dog lover, I've researched
many diﬀerent breeds and I've
begun to realize that you can
tell a lot about a person by
what breed of dog they choose
to associate with. A bit selfconscious about your cellulite?
A guy with a shar-pei is for you.
They're hard to ﬁnd, but
cheaper than lipo." THE BEAUTY
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OF MENOPAUSE? "I guess I just
have to accept the fact that I'm
going to end up a bald, fat,
sweaty, irritable woman with a
dry vagina and a full beard who
never sleeps and has memory
loss so I won't even be able to
remember how hot I used to
look!" STEPPARENTHOOD? "My
mother used to tell me 'you
can't buy your kids' love.'
Bullshit. You can, and it's
exponential. They're like
Russian mail-order brides -- the
more you spend, the more they
love you." WHAT WOULD SUSIE
SAY? is Essman's irreverent,
refreshingly candid, and
hilarious retort to the dubious
facts of life that we all face.
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